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Traces of migration
Fragments of life coming from the see in Lampedusa

/1/ Materiel evidences

/2/ Digital traces
The activists of Askavusa have already collected 800 potentially connected objects

My habitèle
my material support of my networks of belonging and connections

Smartphone, passport, bank card, navigo, ID card, badge of access to the office, the social-security card etc
Digital trace of migration & dispersion
Tracce Liquide – Il Caso della “Left-to-Die Boat”
Les migrations fin du XXe siècle

Effectifs d'immigrés
- 1 000 000
- 3 000 000
- 5 000 000
- 7 500 000
- 15 300 000 (Mexique vers États-Unis)

Part des immigrés dans la population totale
- 0 %
- 1 %
- 3 %
- 10 %
- 20 %
- 30 %
- 40 %
- 50 %
- 10-49 %
- 50-70 %
- Absence de données
Dimanche 20

Inch Allah tout ira bien

Mön
La page de l'atlas ne fait pas apparaître les îles grecques et la Turquie. Mimoty, tu peux m'en renvoyer une où on verra Chios et Kos ?

Source http://www.lemonde.fr/international/visuel/2015/12/18/dans-le-telephone-d-une-migrante-syrienne_4834834_3210.html#:~:text=
Traces of cell phones and money transfer of a network of smugglers

Source: Anouch Knout
Carlo Ginzburg ‘evidential paradigm’

A historiographical method inspired by human experience of hunting and divination
• Ginzburg tells us that ‘this knowledge is characterized by the ability to construct from apparently insignificant experimental data a complex reality that could not be experienced directly’.

• Such a ‘conjectural’ or ‘semiotic’ approach is an alternative to Galileian science taken as the quantification and repetition of phenomena, and thus favours an effort towards reconstruction of interactions through the interpretation of traces, rather than a description and the search for regularities.

• *migration traceability* is the chief organizing principles of my theoretical reflection and “fiction” on “connected migrant”
migration traceability is a trajectory of migration, written like a logbook or a diary, the outcome of the digital traces which the migrant leaves at different points en route when using a digitalised environment.

It is the outcome of the correlating of this data recorded by various digitalised sensors. These data are summarised in the form of codes, collected and stocked on various computer storage media.

Migration traceability is a story told by compiling a multitude of contextual sources and flows of personal information which require an ever higher degree of automatic processing.